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 S2 S1 R1 R2 24HR % 7D % 30D % YTD %

Bitcoin 20,200 21,400 23,100 24,000 -0.08% -4.70% -2.17% 35.29%

Ethereum 1,365 1,500 1,680 1,780 -0.38% -4.48 -4.23% -3.56%

Nasdaq 11,650 11,950 12,900 13,700 1.97% 2.58% -2.65% 11.68%

US Dollar
Index

102.65 103.75 105.60 108.00 0.10% 0.04% 0.97% 1.07%

BITCOIN

A snapshot of Bitcoin's spot price as
of this writing is $22,521
representing a 0.33% increase the
last 24 hours and 21.93% increase in
trading volume. The funding rate of
BTC is 0.0065%.

ETHEREUM

ETH is trading at $1,574 as of this
writing, representing a 24-Hour
increase of 0.27% and a funding
rate of 0.0049%. Over the last 24
Hours, the trading volume
increased by 3.71%. As of today,
ETH holds 18.3% of the
cryptocurrency market, making
it the second-largest coin traded.
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Latest Digital
Asset News 

OVERVIEW

1- BIS develops cross-border retail CBDC payment
system

A cross-border system connecting central bank
digital currencies could allow for cheaper and safer
global payments, according to a report published
by the Bank of International Settlements on
Monday. The Basel-based bank for central banks’
Innovation Hub, in cooperation with the central
banks of Israel, Norway and Sweden, has wrapped
up “Project Icebreaker” to find solutions for DLT-
based cross-border transactions. The project “first
allows central banks to have almost full autonomy”
when designing their consumer-facing digital
currencies before providing a “model for that same
CBDC to be used for international payments,” said
Cecilia Skingsley, who leads the BIS Innovation
Hub, in the report.

2 -  Factors driving demand for a euro-backed
stablecoin

According to data from the International Monetary
Fund, the euro is the world’s second most widely
held reserve currency, behind the U.S. dollar and
ahead of the Chinese yuan. The euro is the official
currency of the eurozone, comprising 20 of 27
member states of the European Union, with over
300 million people using it as their base currency.
While rising interest rates pose significant risks,
they also bring in new opportunities, especially for
those with cash lying around. Stablecoin issuers
like Tether and Circle back circulating tokens with
equivalent reserves, allowing them to benefit from
higher rates. While the interest is there, stablecoins
only grow if user demand exists. As users buy more
of a stablecoin, its reserves swell, and the company
managing it can bring in more cash through
treasuries and other cash equivalents. The
outcome of the vote on MiCA will determine the
regulatory requirements and framework for
stablecoin issuers operating in the European
Union, with potentially far-reaching implications in
the broader cryptocurrency market.

3 - Sen. Elizabeth Warren and colleagues demand
to see Binance’s balance sheets

 Three United States senators led by Elizabeth
Warren have sent a letter to Binance CEO
Changpeng “CZ” Zhao and Binance.US CEO Brian
Shroder expressing concern over a number of
facets of Binance’s activities and requesting
information from the companies that includes
their balance sheets. Crypto skeptic Warren’s
cosigners were fellow Democrat Chris Van Hollen
and Republican Roger Marshall. They claimed
there is evidence that the companies attempted to
evade U.S. regulators, evade sanctions and
facilitated the laundering of at least $10 billion, and
lack transparency.

https://www.theblock.co/post/217346/bis-develops-cross-border-retail-cbdc-payment-
system
https://cointelegraph.com/news/regulation-and-risk-factors-driving-demand-for-a-euro-
backed-stablecoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/sen-elizabeth-warren-and-colleagues-demand-to-see-
binance-s-balance-sheets

https://www.theblock.co/post/217346/bis-develops-cross-border-retail-cbdc-payment-system
https://cointelegraph.com/news/regulation-and-risk-factors-driving-demand-for-a-euro-backed-stablecoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/sen-elizabeth-warren-and-colleagues-demand-to-see-binance-s-balance-sheets
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March 7th → Fed Chair Powell Testifies at Senate Banking Committee
March 8th → ADP Non-Farm Employment Change
March 10th → Non-Farm Employment Change
March 14th → CPI
March 15th → Retail sales & PPI
March 22nd → FOMC meeting

The stock futures ($ES, $NQ) were relatively flat this morning as market participants are anxiously waiting for
a week filled with economic reports as well as commentary from the Federal Reserve. The S&P500 ended a
3-week losing streak to close higher by 1.90% despite having the 10-year yield rise above the psychological
level of 4% which raises borrowing costs, thus acting as a proxy for investor confidence. For now, the 2-yr
yield and 10-year yields are pulling back which is bullish for risk assets. 

All eyes on Jerome Powell (as usual) on Tuesday and Wednesday as he gets ready to testify at the Senate
Banking Committee to explain how the Fed is thinking about inflation and its rate hiking campaign. 

On the economic data front, you can expect February’s jobs report on Friday with an expectation of 206k
jobs. Last month’s reading surprised everyone with a figure of 517k beating estimates of 193k. This data is
very important to track as it may affect the Fed’s decision at the next FOMC meeting. 

Looking at a daily chart of Nasdaq, we see right away that the index rebounded right off the 200-day moving
average serving as support in the short-term. The previous double top pattern has already reached its profit
target of 11,950 and is now invalidated but could potentially serve as minor resistance. If prices clearly break
above 12,400 then we would most likely test the recent highs. 



OVERVIEW

Bitcoin

Bitcoin has gone through a rough ride these past couple of days. After outperforming the equity market
since the start of the year, it is now clearly underperforming for one specific reason: Silvergate has taken a
beating recently over its ties to FTX and Alameda Research which is why it shuttered one of its key money
transfer platforms on Friday, the Silvergate Exchange Network, shortly after Moody’s downgraded its long-
term issuer rating. 

The equity market looks strong this morning while the US Dollar Index looks weak which should be a good
sign for the crypto market in the short term, especially that the US dollar liquidity has been on the rise since
the start of the month with over $100 billion in inflow. 

According to CoinShares, digital asset investment products saw minor outflows totalling $17m last week,
marking the 4th consecutive week of negative sentiment. 



Looking at the current price action on a daily chart, prices remain below their 50-day moving average as well
as the breakdown of the rising wedge pattern, advocating for further downside ahead. BTC should witness
some resistance around $23,100 but as long as prices remain below $24,000 we should expect further
pressure towards $21,400. 

Zooming in on an intraday time frame, we can see that prices have been ranging within a bullish trend
channel since mid-January and are currently rebounding off the bottom-end of the pattern. The next target
for a rebound would be $23,000. A break below $22,000 would trigger bearish implications sending prices
towards $21,400. 



OVERVIEW

Altcoin Analysis

As much as Bitcoin has recently felt some pressure, many altcoins are showing signs of relief.

Dogecoin has been underperforming the overall market since November 1st after its meteoric rise. However,
we believe the famous meme coin might be ready to impress its peers. 

There are 44,000 addresses near $0.075 holding nearly 34.40 billion coins representing $2.65 billion. The next
resistance is located near $0.086 where 92,000 addresses are holding 13 billion coins representing $975
million. 

Looking at the technicals, we see that prices are supported by a rising trend line in place since June 2022. As
long as prices remain above the next support of $0.066, we expect further upside towards $0.08 and $0.09 in
extension. 
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DAILY INSIGHTS

1. On Ordinals vs ERC721 NFTs - https://twitter.com/0xfoobar/status/1632472986317107200
“Amazing to see bitcoiners embrace experimentation”

2. The Security Properties of Sovereign Rollups on Bitcoin -
https://twitter.com/sreeramkannan/status/1632622108822962178
“The system basically gets clients of the Sovereign rollup to write transactions directly to Bitcoin and then
interprets the ledger off-chain. This is an age-old idea in Bitcoin land”

3. Simplified explanation of the Ethereum roadmap now live on Ethereum.org -
https://ethereum.org/en/roadmap/
“Ethereum will implement some upgrades in the next six months (e.g. staking withdrawals); others are lower
priority and likely not to be implemented for the next 5-10 years (e.g. quantum resistance).”

https://twitter.com/0xfoobar/status/1632472986317107200
https://twitter.com/sreeramkannan/status/1632622108822962178
https://ethereum.org/en/roadmap/


This research is for informational use only. This is not investment advice. Other than
disclosures relating to Secure Digital Markets this research is based on current public
information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete,
and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates, and forecasts
contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior
notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate. 

Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied
upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. The price of crypto assets may rise or
fall because of changes in the broad market or changes in a company's financial condition,
sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or
income derived from, certain investments. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and
employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short
positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred
to in this research. 

The information on which the analysis is based has been obtained from sources believed to
be reliable such as, for example, the company’s financial statements filed with a regulator,
company website, company white paper, pitchbook and any other sources. While Secure
Digital Markets has obtained data, statistics, and information from sources it believes to be
reliable, it does not perform an audit or seek independent verification of any of the data,
statistics, and information it receives. 

Unless otherwise provided in a separate agreement, Secure Digital Markets does not
represent that the report contents meet all of the presentation and/or disclosure standards
applicable in the jurisdiction the recipient is located. Secure Digital Markets and their
officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any trading decisions,
damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses, or
opinions within the report. 

Crypto and/or digital currencies involve substantial risk, are speculative in nature and may
not perform as expected. Many digital currency platforms are not subject to regulatory
supervision, unlike regulated exchanges. Some platforms may commingle customer assets
in shared accounts and provide inadequate custody, which may affect whether or how
investors can withdraw their currency and/or subject them to money laundering. Digital
currencies may be vulnerable to hacks and cyber fraud as well as significant volatility and
price swings. 
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